UrbaChina, a FP7 programme coordinated by CNRS-EHESS

**In line behind a billion people**
edited by Monique Abud

Far from the commonly spread analyses about China's fulgurant growth, the book presents China’s realities and future challenges through the lens of scarcity.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7139

**China's adaptation challenges**
edited by Monique Abud

Article by Christian Ploberger, University of Birmingham, UK, about the critical issues raised by China's reform and opening process.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7118

**China's urbanization chart and its accuracy**
edited by Miguel Elosua

A chart showing the the progression of urbanisation in China since 1982.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7119

**Future cities and space reconfiguration in East Asia**
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

The 12th EastAsiaNet Research Workshop.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7067
Worldbank: 2013 Annual meetings guide to webcast events
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

Follow the conversation on Twitter or check out the full schedule or download the first-ever Annual Meetings app for Apple devices and Android smartphones.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7065

Urbanisation and regional economic development
edited by Chi-Han Ai

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (中国社会科学院) and Guizhou University of Finance and Economics (贵州财经大学) jointly organize "The international symposium of China's urbanisation and regional economic development " forum. Call for Papers.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7084

Beijing’s new air quality warning system
written by Sebastien Goulard

Measuring air quality and reducing pollution in Beijing... and elsewhere
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/7054
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